locations that earlier had full garbage
cans and now had empty ones. Then, I
even lost track of which way was north,
south, east, and west! This had never
happened to me before in my life!
My mood sunk even further into
despair when I turned into a cul-desac, hoping for a through street for
about the hundredth time. I stopped
my truck and began to realize that in
this foolish attempt to re-acquire my
backsight, valued at about $750, I had
left all my other equipment, including
a robotic instrument, another backsight setup, a prism pole, and a data
collector in front of the subject property for over two hours now, and it is
valued at…well, quite a bit more, as
you are probably well aware. I needed

to get back there, but I had totally lost
my bearings. Fortunately, I still had the
job folder in my truck that contained
the subdivision plat, so I pulled it out
to try to re-orient myself. I was very
surprised to find that I was sitting at
the end of a cul-de-sac just two or three
blocks down from the subject property. The through road had numerous
short cul-de-sac streets all parallel to
each other and perpendicular to the
through road like legs on one side of
a centipede. I was sitting on a big toe.
And I can tell you it felt like that too.
I was also only one street down
from the cul-de-sac where I had originally set up the equipment I had been
searching for. So it would be a short
drive now down to the subject proper-

ty to continue my work. As I drove past
that original cul-de-sac I glanced furtively down there at where my long lost
equipment would have been standing
early this morning lamenting the loss
when…you guessed it…there it was…
right where I left it…and still level and
over the point. The garbage cans were
still full too.

EARL HENDERSON is owner
of Zenith Land Surveying,
Inc. in Boulder, Colorado.
He has been surveying in
various states since 1989.
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surveyor Dave Lindell, L.S.
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